
Cerro Domo Blanco, Son of Jurel; Aguja Poincenot, Southern Cross; Cerro Piergiorgio, attempt. In 
January 2002 Jonathan Copp and I arrived in Chalten intending to climb a new route on the west 
face of Cerro Piergiorgio. We never succeeded in this goal, but we completed two new routes on
other formations.

During reconnais
sance of the west face of 
Piergiorgio we decided 
that an alpine-style first 
ascent would be unlikely. 
Few crack systems extend 
from bottom to top. New 
routes would certainly be 
possible but for those 
with the patience, forti
tude, and stubbornness to 
carry heavy nailing racks 
and fixed rope up to the 
base. We decided to 
attempt the original 
route, Greenpeace (M. 
Manica and R. Vettori,



1985). It appealed to us because of its contin
uous crack systems and its position on a 
sweeping buttress not unlike El Cap’s Nose. 
The route had been attempted several times 
since the first two ascents in 1985, but to our 
knowledge there had been no subsequent 
ascents. We attempted it three times. The 
weather was perfect during our final attempt, 
but about five pitches below the top I 
dropped my helmet after refastening the 
buckle improperly. We climbed two more 
pitches, and I belayed with my head in a 
hueco to avoid the detritus that Jonathan was 
sending down. The final pitches looked easy 
enough, but the chimney was choked with ice 
and other loose, blunt objects. We bailed.

During our attempts on Piergiorgio 
we often looked south at the northwest face 
of Cerro Domo Blanco, and drooled. Many 
vertical crack systems were spread across a 
broad, 600- to 650-meter face. We had not 
heard of any route on the wall. We wanted 
to climb a crack system up the center of the 
face but noticed that our snacky-cake supply



was severely diminished. We trekked to Chalten to resupply, and the weather became perfect. 
The following morning we hiked to our base camp, ate dinner, napped, and started hiking again 
at 3 a.m., January 30. We retrieved our gear from a cache along the Marconi Glacier and continued 
toward the wall through a section of tricky, involved glacier travel. The glacier was continuously 
about 45 degrees steep and crevassed all the way to the base of Cerro Domo Blanco.

We began climbing just after noon, with Jonathan taking the first block. His pitches were 
excellent, with many finger cracks in dihedrals, accompanied by easy aid and tricky climbing 
through a wet roof system. I began my block of leads around 7 p.m. A few loose, wet pitches led 
to more steep hand-size splitters as a storm blew in. I aided iced-up three-star cracks and, in the 
wee hours of the morning with freezing feet, turned the leading over to Jonathan. He led into 
the blowing wind and snow, while I whimpered at the belay. It turned out we were only two 
pitches from the top. Though bailing had crossed our minds, it was in fact easier to “retreat 
upward” to the top of the wall and search for an easier way down. When Jon finished the last 
pitch by using a #4 Camalot as an axe to chip holds up an ice runnel, he yelled “rope’s fixed” 
though he had no anchor--just a stance made by a foot in a hueco and an elbow braced against 
the ice. I jugged up on his no-anchor anchor unaware of our predicament until yelling from 
above informed me of some startling specifics. Once at the top of the wall, we forwent the



stormy summit in classic modern alpine-climbing style. We rapped down the wall to the right 
of our route, Son of Jurel (V 5.11 A2ish), so named because we were nearly forced to “kneel 
before Zod,” but we also ate our share of the canned, minced fish-product.

Returning to Chalten, we found ourselves in a multi-day international party binge. 
Nearly every bottle of Cerveza Quilmes in Chalten was consumed. Eventually, improving 
weather and guilt over our wretchedness forced us back into the mountains, this time to Camp 
Bridwell. After one night we moved to the Polacos camp directly beneath Aguja Poincenot. We 
spotted a splitter crack system on the southwest face, to the left of the Fonrouge-Rosasco route.

Early on February 17 we approached the north face of Poincenot via the couloir separat
ing Poincenot and the Desmochada. We simulclimbed up a ramp system similar to the start of 
the Carrington-Rouse, but around 300 meters lower. The climbing was fairly easy for the most 
part, with occasional moves of 5.9-5.10. At the top of the ramp system, we traversed right onto 
the southwest face. My block ended and Jon’s began near the base of the splitter crack system 
that we had seen earlier. We had joked that the cracks would be knifeblade seams, so we were 
surprised to find mainly hands and fists for nearly 300 meters, with a few tricky sections. I got 
to jug several three-star pitches. At sunset Jon completed his last headwall lead by penduluming 
left to a dihedral, which finishes at the top of the Carrington-Rouse ramp system. On a spacious 
ledge we brewed up, ate our BBQ chicken meal, and spooned, sans bivy gear, for a few hours. 
My snoring and shivering caused Jonny to initiate hot-drink preparations at 4:00 a.m. The wind 
had picked up considerably. After several hundred feet of simulclimbing we were lost some
where left of the Fonrouge-Rosasco and Whillans routes. After a strange tunneling pitch and a



rappel from a rope wrapped over a horn, we were beneath the summit. We ate a celebratory 
Snickers on top and rappelled the windy north face 100 meters left of Old Smugglers, destroying 
our third rope of the trip in the process. We called the route Southern Cross (3,700', VI 5.11 Al) 
because we began on the north side of Poincenot and crossed to the south side, and because we 
viewed the constellation during sleepless bivies. Furthermore, we had the CS&N song in our 
heads. Jonathan and I thank the American Alpine Club Mountaineering Fellow-ship Fund, as 
well as the Mugs Stump Award, for helping support this adventure.

D y l a n  T a y l o r , AAC


